
ABOUT US
SOLINTAL is an industrial company with many years of experience, full or partial solutions leader in 
manufacturing and supplying of equipment and industrial installations.

Our advanced design and development let to be applied for any need in different sectors of activity. Our top 
technology in the field of ergonomic design guarantees ease of use with more complex models and details that 
increase the capability of our work.  The fine technical precision applied to all our designs ensures that our 
CUSTOMERS’ requirements are accomplished with intelligence and efficiency.

Quality System. Committed to the Environment

Well-known companies from different fields and sectors trust in SOLINTAL because they know they can rely on 
our products, manufactured with steel of only the best brands, reputed cast iron and finishing elements, and 
welding and mechanized components of the highest quality. All with proven results in the severest working 
conditions.  Besides the finest manufacturing techniques with quality certifications as UNE-ENISO9001:2008 and 
other welding regulations as UNE-EN, AWS, DIN,...

technology applied
for your needs

SOLINTAL LRD, S.A.
C/ de la Pelaya, 4 (Pol. Ind. Rio de Janeiro) - 28110 MADRID (Spain)
Tel.: (+34) 902 55 11 22 - Fax: (+34) 91 662 03 01
comercial@solintal.es

www.solintal.com



SOLINTAL designs and products 
architecture lead experience to 
functionality and usability. Our balanced 
location from both Atlantic and 
Mediterranean ports let to offer different 
shipping alternatives.

Products manufacture meet the most 
strict requirements, involving the 
establishment of measures, control and 
monitoring in our production system in 
addition to the ongoing training of our 
professionals.

SOLINTAL IN THE WORLD INDUSTRIAL CAPABILITIES

INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

CMM Inspection (US, PM,...)

Design & Consulting Measurement Production Turning

Cutting Equipment CNC Machinery Milling Equipment Treatments

AssistanceGearingMetallurgy

Energy

Recycling

Assistant Aviation Industry

Installations and Assemblies

Equipment for Security and Defence

Components for Railway Business

Reservoirs, Tanks and Machine Elements

Components, Tools and Equipment

Components for Mining, Construction and Drilling

TECHNOLOGY
The optimization of our production is an ongoing challenge, solved with the most advanced technological 
resources and special attention to service for responding the demands raised by the sector in the shortest 
time possible.

Based on the talent and know-how of all our truly professional employees, who combine in their daily 
activities the best of tradition and the technological innovation through modern means of production.  Care 
and discipline ensure EXCELLENCE in our products in collaboration with our CUSTOMERS.


